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Abstract 
Shalev. A., The derived length of Lie soluble group rings 1. Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 78 (1992) 291-300. 
Let KG be a Lie soluble group ring of positive characteristic. Some results relating the derived 
length of KG to the structure of G are described. In particular, it is shown that, if the derived 
length of KG is at most n and char(K) > 2”. then G is abelian. 
1. Introduction 
Let K be a field and let G be a group. The group ring KG may be considered as 
a Lie algebra, with the usual bracket operation. The study of this Lie algebra was 
initiated by Passi, Passman and Sehgal in [6]. In particular they proved that KG is 
Lie soluble if and only if either G is abelian, or char(K) = p > 0 and the 
commutator subgroup G’ is a finite p-group, or char(K) = 2 and G has a 
subgroup H of index 2 whose commutator subgroup H’ is a finite 2-group. 
Additional results on the Lie structure of KG may be found in [S, Chapter V] and 
in [l, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 131. 
It should be noted that, while Lie nilpotency indices may be calculated 
systematically using Jennings’ theory (see [l, lo]), the computation of Lie- 
solubility lengths is considerably more difficult; indeed, except for some work on 
Lie metabelian (and more recently, Lie centrally metabelian) group rings [4, 131, 
no specific methods for the evaluation of the derived length of KG seems to have 
appeared in the literature. This paper, and the one which will follow, constitute 
an attempt in that direction. 
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Our first two results determine the minimal derived length of a noncommuta- 
tive group ring of characteristic p. The derived length of KG will be denoted by 
dl(KG) (which is defined as infinity if KG is not Lie soluble). 
Theorem A. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, and let G be a nonabelian 
group. Then dl(KG) Z- [logz( p + l)] 
In other words, if dl(KG) is at most n, and char(K) 2 2”, then G is abelian. The 
special case n = 2 gives the result of Levin and Rosenberger that Lie metabelian 
group rings of characteristic p 2 5 are necessarily commutative [4]. 
It should be emphasized that the characterization of Lie soluble group rings of 
characteristic zero already implies that G is abelian provided char(K) is much 
larger than dl(KG) ( see also [13]). The novelty of Theorem A lies in the fact that 
it provides a concrete bound, which is actually the correct one. Indeed we have 
the following: 
Proposition B. Let K be a field of characteristic p, and let G be a group whose 
commutator subgroup is central of order p. Then dl(KG) = [log2( p + l)]. 
The proof of Theorem A relies heavily on the following result, determining the 
derived length of KG for a certain class of abelian-by-cyclic groups G. 
Theorem C. Let G = E XI (cy) be a split extension of an elementary abelian 
p-group E by an automorphism CY of prime order q # p. Suppose G’ has order pd, 
and let t = (p - 1)d + 1. Then, for a field K of characteristic p we have: 
(1) dl(KG) = [log2(2t)l if q > 2. 
(2) dl(KG) = [log,(3t/2)1 if q = 2. 
Observe that, if G is the dihedral group of order 2p (p > 2), then, by part (2) 
of Theorem C we obtain dl(KG) = llog,(3p/2)1. If p happens to lie between 2”-’ 
and 2”“/3 for some integer n 2 3, then we see that dl(KG) = n = [log,( p + l)] . 
Hence groups G satisfying dl(KG) = [logz( p + 1)1 are not necessarily of the type 
described in Proposition B. Their complete characterization may be a delicate 
task. 
Let us briefly discuss the main ideas behind the proofs of these results. Denote 
by A(G’) the augmentation ideal of K[ G’], and let I = KGA(G’) be the ideal it 
generates in KG. If 6,, (n 2 0) is the derived series of KG (as a Lie algebra), then 
it is easy to verify that, for n 2 1, a,, 5 I”‘-’ (see Lemma 2.1). The crucial thing is 
to show that, in various situations, 6,, is not much smaller than I’“-‘. This would 
mean that, if 6, = 0, then I ‘(“) = 0, where f(n) is approximately 2”-‘. In this 
manner the determination of dl(KG) is reduced to the computation of certain 
nilpotency indices, which, in principle, may be calculated using Jennings’ theory 
(see 13, 91). 
The method by which we study 6,, while proving Theorem C consists of 
presenting K[G’] as a direct sum of cigenspaces for the linear transformation 
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induced by (Y. This enables us to construct a basis for the ideal I with the property 
that, if x and y are two basis elements, then [x, y] = hxy, where A is a scalar 
depending on x and y, which is usually nonzero. It follows that, in a certain sense, 
there is no significant difference between Lie products and usual products in I. 
This is the point when results describing a,, in terms of certain associative powers 
of I become possible. I hope to discuss extensions and further applications of this 
method in [ll]. 
A few words on the structure of this paper. In Section 2 some elementary 
bounds on dl(KG) are derived. In particular, dl(KG) is determined whenever G’ 
is cyclic and central. This is where Proposition B is proved. Section 3, which 
contains the proof of Theorem C, forms the main part of this paper. The 
deduction of Theorem A is made in Section 4. 
Notation is mostly standard. Throughout this paper K denotes a fixed field of 
characteristic p > 0. Group-commutators are denoted by (x, y) = X-‘y-‘xy, to be 
distinguished from Lie products [x, y] = xy - yx. The derived series 6,, = 6,(KG) 
(n 2 0) of KG is defined inductively by a,, = KG, 6,,+, = [a,,, S,,]. A(G) denotes 
the augmentation ideal of KG. If G is a finite p-group, then A(G) is nilpotent. Its 
nilpotency index is denoted by t(G). We set t(G) = x if A(G) is not nilpotent. The 
lower and upper integral parts of a real number r are denoted by [r] and [r] , 
respectively. Additional notation will be introduced when required. 
2. Elementary bounds 
Recall that, if KG is Lie soluble and p > 2, then G’ is a finite p-group, so that 
A(G’) is nilpotent. It seems that the derived length of KG is strongly affected by 
the nilpotency index of this ideal. 
We start with a general upper bound on dl(KG). 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose KG is Lie soluble. Then dl(KG) 5 [log2(2t(G’))]. 
Proof. Let I = KGA(G’). Since KG/I= K[G/G’] is commutative, we have 
6,(KG) or I. Easy induction now yields 
s,,(KG) 5 Z”‘m’ for all n > 0. 
Hence, if 2”-’ 2 t(G’), then I”’ ’ = KGA(G’)‘” ’ = 0 so that s,,(KG) =O. The 
result follows. 0 
It is somewhat surprising that, as will be shown in the sequel, this crude upper 
bound is actually attained in various situations. However, if G is nilpotent of class 
two, a slightly better bound may be produced. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose KG is Lie soluble and G is nilpotent of class two. Then 
dl( KG) 5 [log,(t( G’) + l)] 
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Proof. Let I be as before. Let us show by induction on y1> 0 that s,,(KG) 5 Z’“P’, 
from which the result easily follows. We have already verified this for y1 = 1. Now, 
using the centrality of A(G’) and the case y1 = 1, we obtain 
[KGA(G’)‘“-‘, KGA(G’)2”-1] 
= [KG, KG]A(G’)“‘+‘-‘s KGA(G’)“‘+‘-’ 
Combining this with the induction hypothesis, we see that 
6 ,,+, = [a,,, a,,] 5 [I”‘-‘, I*“-‘] 5 I’“-‘- 
as required. 0 
Our next result shows that the bound given in Lemma 2.2 is actually obtained 
when G’ is cyclic. It is well known that, for a cyclic p-group H, t(H) coincides 
with the order of H. 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose G is nilpotent of class two, and G’ is cyclic of order pk. 
Then dl(KG) = [log,(p’ + l)] . 
Proof. It remains to prove that dl(KG) Z- [log,(p’ + l)] 
Suppose G’=(z), and let S={gEG:(g,h)=z for some hEG}. Clearly, 
the set S is nonempty. We claim that 
[S, S] 2 S(z - 1) . (1) 
To show this, let g E S, and pick h E S such that (g, h) = z. Observe that, for 
x,y E G we have [x, y] = yx((x. y) - 1). Therefore, 
[h-‘g, h] = h(h-‘g)((h-‘g, h) ~ 1) = g(( g, h) - 1) = g(z - 1) 
Obviously, h,h-‘g E S (as (K ‘g, h) = 2). It follows that g(z - 1) E [S, S], proving 
(1). 
Let us now show, by induction on y1 > 0, that s,!(KG) 2 S(z - l)‘“-. ‘. The case 
IZ = 1 follows from (1). Now, assuming 6,, 3 S(z - 1)2”m’ and using (l), we obtain 
6 ,!+, 2 [S(z - 1)2”m’, S(z - 1)2”m’] 
= [S, S](z _ l)‘Q 2 S(z - #“-‘-’ 
as required. 
This shows that, if 6,(KG) = 0, then (z - 1)“-’ = 0, so that 2” - 1 zpk. It 
follows that dl(KG) 2 ]logz( pk + l)] , so the proof is complete. 0 
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Having proved Proposition 2.3, Proposition B follows at once (set k = 1). 
We conclude this section with an easy (though useful) observation. 
Lemma 2.4. Let G = H X A, where A is abelian. Then dl(KG) = dl(KH). 
Proof. KG = K[H x A] z KH @ KA. Since KA is a commutative ring, it follows 
that KH and KH @ KA satisfy the same homogeneous multilinear identities. The 
result follows. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem C 
Let G=Exl(cu) be as in Theorem C. 
Since a is a p’-automorphism of the abelian p-group E, we have E = 
(E, a> x C,(a) and (E, cr, a> = (E, (.y) ( see [2, Chapter 5, Section 31). Now, 
C,(Q) is central in G, so G ^I H X C,(a), where H := (E, a!)~ (a!). Applying 
Lemma 2.4, we conclude that dl(KG) = dl(KH). It is also clear that G’ = H’. 
This enables us to reduce Theorem C to the case C,(cr) = 1, in which case 
E = (E, cy) = G’. 
Since extension of scalars does not change the derived length of KG, we may 
assume that K is algebraically closed. 
Clearly, the conjugation action of (Y on E extends linearly to KE. In this way 
KE becomes a K( cy ) -module. and as such it is completely reducible (since p t 4). 
Moreover, each irreducible component of KE is l-dimensional, and (Y acts on it as 
multiplication by some qth root of unity. 
Let o be a primitive qth root of unity, and define 
v,={~~KE:x”=w’x} (Osisq). 
Then KE may be decomposed as 
In fact, this decomposition turns KE into a ZiqZ-graded (commutative) ring, in 
the sense that VjVi 5 V,+j. 
In what follows, all arithmetic operations on indices 0 5 i, j,k,l< q will be 
performed modulo q. 
Let A = A(E). Then A is a submodule of KE, and KE = Kl $ A. Set W, = 
V, fl A (05 i < q). Note that W, = V, if i #O, while V,, = Kl@ W,. Hence 
A= W,,@W,@-+BW,_, = W,,@V,@-@I’_,. 
Lemma 3.1. (1) W,, 5 A’. 
(2) v, + . . + y,-, is a generating set for A (as a ring). 
(3) W, = CO<,<<~ YY,-,. 
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Proof. (1) Consider E as an F,, (cr )-module. It is easy to verify that the map 
x*x - 1 induces an isomorphism between E @ K and A/A*. Therefore, 
C,,,?((Y) = C,,,(CY) = C,(a) 8 K = 0. However, (IV,, -t A*) /A* % C,,,z((.y). We 
conclude that IV,, 5 A’. 
(2) Follows from (1). 
(3) BY (2), Y, is spanned by products of the form V,, . . . VI, where k 2 2, 
o<i,, . , i, <q and i, + ... + i, =O. But V,;..V,,s V,,V,_,,. The result 
follows. cl 
Consider the decomposition 
which turns KG into a (ZiqZ X ZlqL)-graded ring 
Lemma 3.2. Let 0 5 i, j,k,l< q. Let U, and U, be linear subspaces of V, and V, 
respectively. Then 
[&I,, cx’zJ,] = 
a”+‘ZJ;U, if jk - if #O (mod q) , 
0 otherwise . 
Proof. Let a E U, and b E r/,. Then 
[cyka, a’b] = uXacu’b - a’baku = a’+‘(a(l’b - b”l‘a) 
= a”+‘((m’)‘ab - (m’)“ba) = hcx’+‘ab , 
where A := w” - wjh. The result follows. q 
Lemma 3.3. Let 0 5 i,j < q. Suppose (i, j) # (0,O). Define S := {k + I: jk - il # 
O}. Then 
q-l} ifi+;#o, 
otherwise . 
Proof. Trivial. q 
Lemma 3.4. Let U,,lJ, be linear subspaces of V, ,V, respectively. Suppose (i, j) # 
(O,(l). Then [((Y)U,,(~)U,]+WO~((~)U,U,. 
Proof. Given i,j, let S be as in Lemma 3.3. Applying Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
a’U,U, s[(Ly)U,, (Ly)U,] f or all s E S. In view of Lemma 3.3 it follows that 
~5cT,u,~[(Q)u,, (+J,] 1 un ess s = i + j = 0, in which case a’U,U, is contained 
in IV,,. The result follows. 0 
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The following lemma plays a major role in the proof of Theorem C for q > 2. 
Lemma 3.5. Let m be a positive integer which is not divisible by q. Then 
[(cx)A’,, ((Y),“] + W,,r (cI)A’~‘. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.1(2), we see that A ‘,,’ is spanned by products of length 
r2m of elements of V, + . . . + V,_,. It is therefore sufficient to show that, if 
k 2 2m and 0 < i,, i,, . . . , i, < q, then 
Given i,, . . . , i,, consider all sums of m elements from this series. We claim 
that not all of these sums vanish (modulo q). For otherwise, by considering 
differences of suitable sums, we see that i, - i, = 0 for all 1 s s,t 5 k. Therefore, 
i, = . . . = i, = i, say, It follows that i, + . . . + i,,, = mi is nonzero (modulo q), 
which is impossible (as q Y m,i). This proves the claim. 
Now, by permuting i,, . . , , i, if necessary, we may assume that i := i, + . . . + 
i, is nonzero. Put j : = i,, +, + . . . + i,, and consider the linear spaces Uj : = V,, . . . 
y,,, 5 V, and r/, = V 1111 + I . . . V,, 5 Vj. Obviously, I/, , U, I A”‘. 
Since i # 0 it follows from Lemma 3.4 that 
establishing (2). •1 
Let I = KGA(G’) as in Lemma 2.1. Note that I= (a)A(G’) = (a)A. There- 
fore, I”’ = (a)A”‘; so Lemma 3.5 yields 
[Z”,, Y] + y, 2 Z2”l ) (3) 
provided q Y m. We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Proposition 3.6. Let G = E xl ( CY), where E is an elementary abelian p-group, 
and (Y has prime order q # p. Suppose further that (E, CY) = E and that q > 2. Then 
(1) 6,(KG) + W,, 2 Z2”-’ for all n > 0, 
(2) dl(KG) = [log,(2t)l where t = t(E). 
Proof. (1) The proof is by induction on n. Consider the case n = 1. We have to 
show that Z 5 6, + IV,,. Application of Lemma 3.4 with i = 0 and j # 0 yields 
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Therefore, ( Q ) (V, + . . + V,_ ,) 5 6, + W,,. Now, by Lemma 3.1 we have M’, = 
c Ock_l V,V,_,, and by Lemma 3.4 
where 0 < k < q. This implies that ( c~ ) IV,, 5 6, + IV,,. We conclude that I = 
(cx)(Wo+V,+... + V,_ ,) 5 6, + W,,, completing the case y1 = 1. 
Now, assume 6,, + W,, 2 I”‘-‘, and let us consider a,,, , . Observe that W,, I 
Z(KG). Therefore, applying (3) with m = 2”-’ (which is prime to 4) we obtain 
as required. 
(2) By Lemm$,_+.l, cll(_~G) 5 [log2(2t)l. Now, if,,?_: dl(KG), then a,, = 0, so 
( l)7,yi,elds KpA- = I- I W,,. We claim that d- = 0. For otherwise, O# 
Ct!A- 5 I?” 5 W,, 5 KE, which is absurd (as cy KE n KE = 0). It follows that 
2”-’ 2 t(E). Th e result follows. 0 
It is well known that, if E is an elementary abelian p-group of rank d, then 
t(E) = (p - 1)d + 1. In view of the reduction to the case (E, a!) = E, the proof of 
Theorem C for odd 9 is now complete. Observe that, in the course of the proof, 
we actually obtain a fairly good description of the derived series of KG. 
Corollary 3.7. Let G be as in Theorem A, and suppose q > 2. Let I = KGA(G’). 
Then for all n >O we have s,,(KG) 5 I”‘-’ 5 s,,(KG) + Z(KG). In particular, 
s,,(KG) f Z(KG) = l”‘-’ + Z(KG). 0 
Let us now turn to the case q = 2. Again, we may assume C,(a) = 1. This 
means that cy acts on E by sending each element to its inverse (as xx” E C,(Q) for 
all x E E). Note that, applying previous results with q = 2 and w = ~1, we obtain 
A= W,, + V, and W,, = Vi. 
Lemma 3.8. Let d, e be positive integers, and suppose d is odd. Then [A”, aA’] = 
QAC’+e. 
Proof. Let a E V’l and let b E A’. Then a E V,, so that 
[a, ab] = a(a” - a)b = -2aab 
Recall that p >2 (since q is prime to p). It follows that [A”, aA’] 2 ryV:A’. 
However, V’[A’ = A(‘+’ (as V, g enerates A), so the proof is complete. 0 
Lemma 3.9. [ad”, c~A”] 5 A2”+’ 5 [aA”, CYA’] + W,, for all t > 0. 
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[(Yv;, (YV{] = 
V ;” if i#j (mod2), 
0 otherwise . 
In particular, if [QV’, , LYV’,] # 0, then i + j 2 2e + 1. This proves the inclusion on 
the left. 
Furthermore, it follows that for any odd integer k ~2e + 1 we have VT 5 
[aA’, aA’]. Now, if k 2 2e + 1 is even, then Vt 5 W,,. We conclude that 
V: 5 [a,“, aA”] + W,, for all k 2 2e + 1 
The result follows. q 
Let us now define nonnegative integers d,,,e,, (n > 0) as follows: d, = e, = 1; 
d ,?+, = 2e,, + 1, e,,., = d,, + e,, (n 2 1). It is straightforward to verify that 
d = [2”“/3] if n is even, 
,1 
1 [2”+‘/3] if II is odd, 
and that 
e,, = [2”+‘/3] for all n . 
Proposition 3.10. Let G = E xl ( cy ) , where E is an elementary abelian p-group 
(p > 2) and (Y acts by sending each element of E to its inverse. Then, with the 
above notation we have: 
(1) s,,(KG) 5 A”!$ + cuA’!l 5 s,,(KG) + W,, for all n >O, 
(2) dl(KG) = [log,(3t/2)1 where t = t(E). 
Proof. (1) The proof is by induction on n > 0. The case n = 1 is straightforward. 
The inductive step follows from Lemmas 3.X and 3.9. 
(2) Note that W,, f’ CUA’~’ = 0 and that d,, 2 e,,. Applying (l), we see that a,, = 0 
if and only if A’rt = 0. Since e,, = [2”+‘/3], the result follows. 0 
Proposition 3.10 concludes the proof of the second part of Theorem C. 
4. Proof of Theorem A 
The following result enables one to prove Theorem A by considering two basic 
‘minimal’ cases. Since Theorem A is trivial for p = 2, we shall assume in this 
section that p is odd. 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a nonabelian group, and suppose KG is Lie soluble. Then 
G has a section H of one of the following types: 
(i) H is nilpotent of class two, and H’ has order p. 
(ii) H=Exl(a), h w ere E is un elementary abelian p-group and (Y is an 
automorphism of E of prime order q i p. 
Proof. By [6], G’ is a finite p-group. Hence, in every section H of G, H’ and 
(H : C,(H’)) are finite. Let H be a nonabelian section of G with the property 
that (H’I (H : C,(H’)) is minimal. Consider the section H/@(H’). Since 
H’/@(H’) is still nontrivial, minimality implies that @(H’) = 1. Hence H’ is an 
elementary abelian p-group. 
Case I: H is nilpotent. Then, by replacing H with H/?/,(H) and using minimality, 
we see that H has class two. Factoring out a maximal subgroup M of H’ and using 
minimality again, we see that M = 1. so that H’ has order p. Hence His of type (i). 
Case II: H is not nilpotent. Then q : = (H : C,(H’)) f 1. Let Q E H be an 
element of prime order module C,(H’). Replacing H by ( C,,(H’), a: ) we see 
that the image of (Y generates H/C,,(H’). Therefore, q is prime. Obviously, 
4 # p, since H is not nilpotent. Now consider the nonabelian section (H’, cz ). Its 
commutator subgroup is (H’, a). This implies (H’, a) = H’. It follows that 
C,,.(a) = I, so in particular H’n(a)=l. The section (H’.a)/(cu”)~ 
H’ xc (cx) /(a“) is therefore of type (ii). El 
Remark. Clearly, in case (ii) we may require further that (Y acts irreducibly on E. 
Now, let G be nonabelian, and suppose KG is Lie soluble. If H is any section of 
G, then dl(KG) kdl(KH). Hence it is sufficient to prove that dl(KH) Z- 
[logz( p + 1)1 for the two types of groups appearing in Lemma 4.1. Indeed, if H 
is of type (i), then dl( KH) = [log2( p + l)] by Proposition B, while if H is of type 
(ii), then the desired inequality follows from Theorem C. 
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